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nudata is a business intelligence consultant based in the washington, dc area. nudata's consulting division has provided consulting services for nearly 30 years. nudata offers a wide variety of business solutions such as data warehousing, data mining, and reporting. nudata offers a unique combination of training, design, and implementation services to
create a complete solution for your business needs. plm solutions, inc. is an it consulting firm that specializes in building database solutions. we have over 20 years of experience in developing and implementing mission-critical applications using relational and multidimensional databases, database management systems, and various types of middleware.

we are a microsoft gold certified partner with more than 20 years of experience in the database world. we take pride in understanding our customer's needs and providing an outstanding product. querypoint specializes in business intelligence software and solutions. our mission is to provide the most intuitive, powerful, and cost-effective database
solutions and business intelligence software to help our customers succeed. we are a microsoft-certified consulting company and we have a decade of experience in building solutions for today's rapidly growing businesses. rainforest solutions is a software company that specializes in database and business intelligence solutions. we develop applications

for a variety of industries, providing our customers with an easy to use, and powerful reporting solution that makes their lives easier and their businesses more efficient.
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my company, b2b healthcare systems ( is a rapidly growing company that provides caregiver leasing program for caregivers. we specialize in providing the solution to the care-giving problem in a unique and efficient manner. we help the caregiver find a caregiver, pay for the caregiver's care, provide the
caregiver with an allowance for paying for the caregiver's care, and make it easy for the caregiver to be paid by the insurance company. we are a high-tech company that specializes in delivering reliable and high quality solutions for the sdss data management services. our solutions are based on our data

outsourcing and intro management services. we are a canadian company, based in ontario, providing professional business services to the public and private sectors in the field of business intelligence, information management and data warehousing. we offer a wide range of specialized products and services to
the public and private sectors for business intelligence and information management and data warehousing. oasis it solutions provides business systems consultancy, technical support and knowledge transfer to companies seeking a competitive advantage through business process reengineering, automation and
information management solutions. we've worked with some of the world's leading companies to implement solutions that automate and streamline their day-to-day processes. we have a proven track record of success in connecting business leaders and technical experts to deliver powerful and flexible solutions

that improve business performance and accelerate your organization's growth. 5ec8ef588b
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